[New transducing phage with RNA polymerase beta- and beta'-subunit genes derived from a hybrid phage lambda att80: isolation, genetic analysis and physical mapping].
A hybrid lambda att 80 phage with the genetic structure lambda (A-J) phi 80 (att-int-xis) imm lambda..cI857s7 is shown to be a convenient vector for creating transducing phages. On the one hand, the restriction analysis indicates that it has 3 restriction sites for EcoRI in comparison with 5 and 9 sites for parental phages lambda and phi 80 respectively. On the other hand, its buoyant density is less than that of phage lambda and under centrifugation it is easier separated from the phage transducing particles. When lambda att 80 prophage was excluded from the bfe locus of Escherichia coli, transducing phages with genes of two RNA polymerase beta-subunits (rpoB and rpoC) were isolated. To identify the latter, a convenient genetic test was worked out. A physical map of lambda att 80 drifd 35 transducing phage, carrying rpoB and rpoC genes has been constructed using endonucleases EcoRI and HindIII. A comparison of this map and the corresponding maps of transducing phages lambda drifd 18 and lambda drifd 47, studied earlier, led to the discovery of two integration sites of phage lambda within the locus bfe spaced apart by about 1800 nucleotide pairs. At all the sites both phages (lambda and lambda att 80) have integrated in the locus bfe in the counter clockwise order.